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islands of choice

Eating in Hawai’i is a lesson on the island
state’s many global influences – from China
to Portugal, the flavours on offer take your tastebuds
around the world but always with
that unmistakeable hint of the tropics.
Story — BRET T ATK INSON

or blueberry and lavender. With vintage vinyl
spinning on a turntable, a retro vibe infuses
the compact space, but there’s nothing oldfashioned about the innovative tastes on offer.

VIETNAM AND BEYOND
More recent immigration from Asia to Hawai’i
includes Vietnamese refugees from the late
1970s, and a nearby restaurant is responsible
for driving the emergence of Honolulu’s
Chinatown after-dark dining scene. Blending
the flavours of Vietnam, Thailand and Laos,
The Pig & The Lady originally started as a
simple stall at the Diamond Head farmers
market. The stall is still popular, turning
out crispy Vietnamese banh mi sandwiches
crammed with Hawaiian-style kalua pork
every Saturday morning, but the energetic
Chinatown location best showcases the
restaurant’s fusion credentials. An evening
meal there before flying out to Maui and
Hawai’i (aka the ‘Big Island’) reveals Balinesestyle roast pork, fragrant duck pho (noodle
soup) straight from the laneways of Hanoi, and
grilled octopus wrapped in betel leaf.
And because this is fusion-friendly
Honolulu, the drinks list includes local cider
infused with lilikoi (tart yellow passionfruit),
and a citrusy IPA from BeerLab, an innovative
craft brewery run by three hops-besotted
nuclear engineers from nearby Pearl Harbor.

A PORTUGUESE TALE

D

on’t expect club
sandwiches and
sausage rolls
if you’re invited to a
workplace leaving shout in
Hawai’i. Chances are the
farewell speeches will be
accompanied by a box of
manapua, one of Hawai’i’s
favourite snacks, and an
example of the waves of
migration and culinary
fusion that have washed
over the island state for
several centuries.
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A contraction of the Hawaiian phrase
mea ‘ono pua’a, meaning “delicious pork
thing”, Honolulu’s best manapua are from
Chinatown’s Sing Cheong Yuan Bakery. A
selection usually includes char siu dumplings
and steamed buns crammed with pork hash.
They’re a favourite of Ryan Coching from
Aloha Food Tours. With his background
blending Hawaiian, Malaysian and Japanese
ancestry, he’s as ethnically diverse as the rest
of Honolulu, and the perfect guide to explore
the foodie treats of the neighbourhood.

JAPANESE CONNECTION
Chinese labourers first arrived in Hawai’i to
work on sugar plantations in the 1850s but
our next stop reflects the legacy of Japanese
immigration commencing around three
decades later.
We venture to the back of Kekaulike
Market for what Ryan thinks is the best poke
in town. Hugely popular around Hawai’i,
and increasingly available in New Zealand
– remember, it’s pronounced “po-kay” – the
dish combining raw salmon or tuna with

rice, quinoa or salad often now includes the
contemporary fusion accents of Korean pickled
cucumber or Thai sriracha hot sauce.
At Kekaulike’s Majuro Brothers, there’s
no place for any hipster fripperies and their
very traditional poke is a revelation. Shining
slabs of the world’s best tuna are prepared
methodically by the two Majuro siblings from
the Japanese city of Kawasaki. Hawaiian ahi
tuna is served with a spicy shoyu sauce, and
hamachi (yellowtail) tuna, flown in from
Japanese waters, is buttery and served simply
with slivers of raw wasabi. Illuminated by the
fluoro glare of strip lighting, I’m soon thinking
this could be the best dish I’ll ever eat.
Another traditional Japanese dish that’s
been reworked as a Hawaiian classic is next
on Ryan’s walking tour menu. Dating from
the 1920s, kakigori is shaved ice prepared so
finely it becomes the perfect velvety medium
to absorb a rainbow of tropical fruit syrups.
Available beachside throughout the islands,
flavours usually include lime and coconut,
but at Wing Ice Cream the rotating menu of
toppings could include coriander, roasted garlic

Across on Maui, tasty evidence of Hawai’i’s
mashup of traditional flavours is also easy to
discover. A sunrise bike ride along Maui’s South
Kihei Beach ends with organic coffee from the
volcanic Kona plantations of the Big Island,
perfect with malasadas (Portuguese-style
doughnuts) from the Sugar Beach Bake Shop.
At the island’s weekly Maui Town Fridays, held
at one of five different locations every Friday
night, food trucks combine Pinoy flavours from
the Philippines with Texas-style barbecue and
fish tacos topped with spicy Korean kimchi and
fiery gochujang sauce.
There’s more Portuguese influence at a
simple roadside eatery nestled amid the
hillside palms of the Big Island’s Ka’aloa
district. Portuguese sailors journeyed between
the west coast of America and Hawai’i in the
early 19th century, trading salted salmon
they’d acquired from Native Americans – itself
a substitute for the bacalao (salted cod) they
longed for from the markets of Lisbon.
Almost three centuries later, lomi lomi
salmon is an integral part of the daily Hawaiian
plate lunch served at the humble Super J’s.
Served alongside rice, macaroni salad, pork
steamed in lau lau leaves, and a hearty greypurple dollop of poi (a nutritious paste made
from taro), one of Hawai’i’s most simple meals
is also one of the most culturally diverse.

At Kekaulike’s Majuro
Brothers, there’s no place
for any hipster fripperies
and their very traditional
poke is a revelation.
Shining slabs of the
world’s best tuna are
prepared methodically by
the two Majuro siblings.

CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT: Poke is popular
around Hawaii; Wing Ice Cream serves up unusual
flavoured shaved ice; Texas barbecue on Maui.
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